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About This Game

English version of the game is coming soon!

background

Since a meteorite fell into the Inland Sea of Varosa 15 years ago, unknown dark matter has emerged from the center and
gradually spread outward. The center of sea became complete black just days after. Back haze then appears above the Inland

Sea, creeping towards mainland. Black haze and the later created black rain contaminate and mutate creatures around, breeding
a special grass, the black fennel. Villagers by the sea are infected for delayed evacuation. However, the interesting usage of

black fennel are discovered, bringing the trades and conflicts around it.
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dungeon Exploration

Exploration in a room stage, the random items, companions, events rooms and etc on the map brings different
experience of the game each time.

For the exploration, you need to work on equipment, recruiting teammates, and defeat the enemy by strategic, so as to
make your team stronger and able to face more difficult challenges.

You also need to pay attention to the mental state of the team, to avoid the characters’ mental breakdown. The mental
system also adjusts the enemies you encounter and the bonuses you get.
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battle System

Teammates will move at the same time, thus, one command will reach every team member. Since different character get
different action point, you need to consider the formation changing and tactical strategies for this round.

With the combination of rune magics and item resources, movement of combat, attack, casting and other operations are
very flexible. Players can create their own combination of combo to solve a variety of problems faced on the battlefield
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GQJoy Information Technology Co.Ltd
Franchise:
无神之地-堕落黑石
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2019
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Minimum:

OS: windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10

Processor: 2.0GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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